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Free Enterprise Week sponsored 
by economics team Feb.10-16 
In keeping with the statewide 
observance of Free Enterprise 
Week sponsored by Harding, the 
economics team, also known as 
the "Capitalism Corps," will be 
appearing on "Good Morning 
Arkansas," channel 7 KATV, 
Tuesday morning. 
According to Dr. Don Diffine, 
director of the Center for Private 
Enterprise, they will be 
describing the various multi-
media projects they have 
planned for this year to com-
municate their theme, "Freedom 
Needs Free Enterprise." 
Governor Bill Clinton will meet 
with the economics team in Little 
Rock on Tuesday to proclaim 
Volume 55, Number 16 
Feb. 10..16 Free Enterprise Week. 
Other events during the week 
include a chapel presentation of 
projects planned by the 
economics team and the in-
troduction of-D. R .. Belden who is 
endowing the new Clark David 
Belden Center for Private En-
terprise Education. 
To involve the students in Free 
Enterprise Week, there will be 
economic quotient (EQ) quizzes, 
free market crossword puzzles, 
armchair economist certificates 
and "freedom frisbees." TAN-
STAAFL ("There ain't no such 
thing as a free lunch") t-shirts 
will be available for $5. 
The economics team this year 
includes Walt Buce, Susan 
Collins, Sally Florence, Phyllis 
Higgins, Jake Jensen and Ted 
Thompson. The projects they 
have planned will be judged in 
mid-April at the Dallas regional 
competition. 
The economics team in the last 
four years has won three of the 
regional competitions, having 
been awarded $10,000 for the 
University. The team has been 
awarded six Freedom Foun-
dation Awards for economic 
enlightenment programs and has 
received an Award of Excellence 
from ·the Arkansas State 
Chamber of Commerce. 
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"U.S. must have supremacy on sea" 
Naval power stressed by Commander 
by Teresa Bonner 
The need for "United States 
supremacy on the sea" was 
stressed by Captain Horst AI 
Petrich in his Tuesday evening 
speech as part of the American 
Studies Program. 
Captain Petrich, a Harding 
alumnus, is Commander of the 
Reserve Tactical Support Wing 
in New Orleans. 
doubt that women will be drafted, 
asserting that if the need arose, 
enough women will volunteer. 
According to Petrich, nuclear 
warfare, although always a 
possibility, is not likely. 
Born in New York City to 
German immigrant parents, 
Petrich returned with his family 
to Germany during World War II. 
His father fought in the German 
Army and was killed while 
helping defend Poland from 
Russia. Petrich himself was a 
member of Hitler Youth. The 
family became separated from 
each other while fleeing to the 
United States after the father's 
death, but were reunited by a 
chance encounter at a train 
station in Berlin, Petrich said. 
six credits for graduation and 
joined the Navy. 
His German background has 
caused him some inconvenience 
in the military, he admitted, 
indicating that his previous 
assignment in the intelligence 
division required him to have a 
special security clearance. 
In his address, Petrich 
challenged students to rely on 
persistance and hard work rather 
than natural leadership abilities. 
"Only about 2 or 3 per cent of us 
are born leaders," he said. 
He attributed his rapid ad-
vancement in rank and the high 
retention rate of his units to 
"personal concern for each in-
dividual." 
Petrich has two children, Kurt, 
a senior and Erika, a junior, 
presently attending Harding. 
A company from Atlantis Productions will perform favorites from 
Berlin's musicals tomorrow evening. The lyceum, sponsored by the 
music department has been acclaimed nationwide . 
Show of Irving Berlin's music 
to be presented tomorrow 
"Say It With Music: An Irving 
Berlin Celebration" will be 
presented tomorrow ~t 8 p.m. in 
the Benson Auditorium by 
Atlantis Productions, a company 
of singers and dancers that has 
been cheered nationwide. 
Featuring music from the 
Ziegfield Follies and Berlin's 
many Broadway musicals, this 
tribute includes 40 songs, some of 
which are: "There's No Business 
Like Show Business,'' ''God Bless 
America," "White Christmas" 
and "Blue Skies." 
Dr. Erie Moore, head of the 
music department and lyceum 
chairman, said "Berlin's music 
can be enjoyed by musicians, 
non-musicians, and the young 
and old alike." There will be 
songs from various eras of 
20th century American history, 
sung in settings in which the 
numbers were made popular. 
"Berlin, in the early days of his 
career could not read music, and 
was not considered a trained 
mt.Jsician," said Moore, "but 
because he had exceptional 
natural talent, he was able to 
teach himself the mechanics of 
music. 
"It goes without saying that 
Irving Berlin has had greater 
impact on American popular 
music and on the American 
music scene than any other 
single person," said Moore. 
Moore is not alone in his af-
fection for Berlin and his music. 
It was once said that "Irving 
Berlin has no place in American 
music -he is American music." 
The cast includes nine per-
formers, a pianist and a per-
.cussionist. 
Admission is free with Harding 
ID, or $2.50 for adults and $1.50 
for children. 
Referring to the United States 
as an "island nation," Petrich 
noted the importance of naval 
power for military as well as 
commercial reasons. The Soviet 
Union does have more aircraft 
carriers but, according to 
Petrich, the United States Navy 
is still considered superior 
because of its technological 
advances. However, he warned 
of the danger of ''becoming 
satisfied and not continually 
upgrading our power. In the case 
of a tie, they win; we lose," he 
said . 
Mter returning to the States, 
Petrich attended Harding 
Academy where he graduated in 
1951. He went on to Harding 
College where he was a member 
of Galaxy social club and lived in 
the now infamous West Hall. He 
dropped out in 1954, lacking just 
No plans for more parking lots, says Ganus 
In answering questions from 
the audience, Petrich expressed 
Capt. Horst AI Petrich 
Dr. Clifton Ganus denied 
Monday the currently-circulating 
belief that the intramural field 
behind the Beaumont Library 
and Benson Auditorium will be 
used to provide additional 
parking space. 
"That rumor has no truth at 
all," Ganus said. "We do plan to 
use part of the old Academy 
playground for additional 
parking space when the new 
Academy is completed," he 
added, "but that is at least a year 
away." 
Ganus said the parking 
problem centers around students 
wanting to park "under their 
window." 
"There are some colleges that 
will not even let cars on cam-
pus," Ganus said. "Students at 
Notre Dame for example, must 
park on · the periphery of the 
campus." 
Superintendent of Buildings 
and Grounds, Bernie Vines, said 
that currently between 2,600 and 
2,800 parking places .on campus 
accommodate approximately 
1,875 registered student 
automobiles. 
"Compare that to the 
University of Arkansas at 
Fayetteville where they have 
13,000 registered automobiles 
competing for 8,000 parking 
spaces," Vines said, adding, "It's 
not a matter of space here, but a 
matter of convenience." 
When asked about the 
inevitable parking shortage that 
occurs during such events as 
concerts and Spring Sing, Vines 
said that students would be asked 
to voluntarily move their cars 
from designated student parking 
areas, but would not receive 
tickets if they did not move. 
According to Vines, most 
citations are issued to students 
who park in the Ganus Building 
parking lot while they are using 
the Harding laundry. 
"As long as the students are in 
the laundry, they won't get a 
ticket," Vines said. "What most 
students don't understand is that 
they cannot park in the Ganus 
Building parking lot for a half-
day while they run other 
errands." 
inside 
Music of '79 
Roden gives his choices 
for the ten best albums of 
1979, page 3. 
Guide for men 
For new and old male 
students alike, a step by 
step guide to obtaining that 
first date, page 4. 
Alaskan transplant 
Tim Scott, a native of an 
Alaskan Eskimo village 
finds the atmosphere of 
Harding adaptable, page 5. 
Sets third record 
Eric Frederickson 
breaks his third school 
swimming record in two 
weeks, page 8. 
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School spirit: More than 
supporting athletic teams 
Last week, a survey was conducted by the Petit Jean staff on the 
concept of school spirit which revealed some interesting attitudes 
of students and faculty members. 
It seems that school spirit has long been equated with the size of 
the crowd at athletic events, or to what degree the crowd is vocal. 
The results of the questionnaire only confirmed this attitude. Only 
one-fourth of the respondents cited anything other than athletics 
when asked, "What do you think school spirit consists of?" 
School spirit involves much more than merely supporting the 
school's athletic teams, although it was generally agreed upon by 
the respondents that without the support of peers, athletic teams 
have little motivation to win. 
School spirit is ·an attitude. It is an enthusiastic backing of every 
aspect of the school, not only of athletics. It is an expression of love 
for the school and what it stands for. It is upholding and believing 
in each other as fellow students. It is taking pride in the ac-
complishments of any team, whether athletic in nature or not. It is 
unity among all facets, departments and divisions of the school. It 
is optimistic enthusiasm toward one another and the school. 
School spirit involves looking for and emphasizing the positive in 
a school but at the same time, caring enough not to ignore the 
negative. Having a positive attitude about a school does not mean 
that the school is without shortcomings or inconsistencies. Neither 
does it mean that those imperfections should be casually 
disregarded. The latter can be considered a form of apathy in itself. 
Verbally supporting the athletic teams at their games, or even 
the singing of the Alma Mater has little to do with school spirit. 
Both are emotional in origin; true "spirit" must be more rational 
to be consistent and enduring. Emotions are usually fickle, un-
dergoing perpetual change. 
In a time when most 'university campuses are plagued with 
apathy, we believe Harding enjoys a better-than-average degree of 
school spirit- we need only to keep in mind that it involves much 
more than athletics. M.C. 
t-.~ZNNEaVISIOIIS •l 
Patriotism takes back seat 
by Gary Hanes 
The international situation 
today is filled with a degree of 
tension and uneasiness which has 
not existed for quite awhile. 
Fifty Americans remain 
isolated and trapped behind the 
walls of our own embassy in Iran. 
The Russians have beat another 
of their puppet. governments into 
·submission and are ominously 
close to vital American interests 
in the area. The Arab world 
doesn't seem to r.ecognize who 
their rea l enemy is and continues 
to use the strangle-hold of oil 
dependence to disrupt our 
economy. 
But now let's turn to the 
spiritual aspect which is involved 
here. Primarily what the 
Ayatollah is trying to do in Iran is 
to set up a government based on 
Islamic principle. Only time will 
tell whether or not his ex-
periment in modern-day 
theocracy will be successful, but 
I have an idea that maybe it will. 
Why? Because the Islam religion 
is one which heavily emphasizes 
the idea of physical strength and 
power. That is how they 
conquered most of the Middle 
East and Africa. Natiopal power 
and conquest serve as a vehicle 
by which they can serve Allah. 
Unfortunately, there seems to 
be a tendency for us to 
sometimes think of America in 
those same terms. Yet it is a 
serious mistake to merge the 
interests of tbe United States 
with those of "'Christianity. We 
have an obligation to obey and 
respect civil government, and we 
certainly should be grateful to 
God for the freedom we enjoy, 
but countries can be "Christian" 
only in respect to the make-up of 
their populatim; they ~ot be 
Christian by nature. 
As Dr. Tom Howard, assistant 
professor of political science, will 
quickly tell you, the primary 
purpose of any government is to 
look out for its own self-interests, 
often with little regard for the 
consequences its actions may 
cause other nations. Does that 
sound contrary to the concept of 
Christianity? The America of 
today is in no way analagous to 
Israel during the time of David 
and Solomon, as much as we 
would often like to think. 
Christianity is not a fla tional 
religion and our God Js not a 
national God. 
If nothing else, I hope that we 
will all use the present world 
situation as an opportunity to re-
examine our priorities and what 
is most important to us. Perhaps 
nationalism is not an ally to our 
Christian mission, but instead an 
enemy. It's easy to remember 
the 50 hostages but, shamefully, 
it's also easy to forget the 
millions of innocent Arab people 
who don't know the Savior. We 
are Christians first; our 
patriotism must take a back seat. 
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pro-fes-sor (pra-f~~ar)n. One devoted 
to the confusion and boredom of large 
masses of students. 
Feedback .... 
Dear Editor, 
Student parking areas -where 
the netherworlds of lack of ability 
and concern erupt in a glorious 
profusion of bumps, scratches, 
dents, and other prestigious 
battle scars. My car may not be 
the latest model, but that is no 
reason to contort my bumper out 
of shape and pock mark the sides 
of it with your door. 
My roommate does have a 
brand new car, but that did not 
stop someone from sideswiping it 
in the parking lot and ruining 
what was a beautiful fiilish. 
It boils down to two basic 
problems: Either someone lacks 
the ability to operate (not just 
drive, but control and take 
responsibility for any improper 
actions, no matter how ac-
cidental or slight) an automobile 
or, secondly, they lack the 
concern for their own and others' 
property to try any harder. 
The latter is more often the 
case - and woe to the persoq 
who, in my presence, accidently 
hits my car with their door. My 
car is not a door stop for yours -
it is the result of a major in-
vestment I have made and I tend 
towards irrationality whenever I 
feel it is threatened. I do not know 
if the word "carelessness" is 
adequate for a parking lot 
mishap that would distort a 
bumper - I lean more towards 
"reckless abandon" (especially 
Could you 
when my car has had both 
bumpers contorted since last 
fall). · 
I guess I could take protective 
measures like so many do by 
parking at unique angles and 
thus taking up several slots. I 
could possibly keep my car out of 
areas where there are confusing 
items such as arrows on the 
pavement (Did you ever wonder 
what those were for?) and angled 
parking slots. 
I could hope that those 
thoughtless ones will mature and 
become a little more aware of 
what is around them besides a 
ton-a'nd-a-half or two of steel. The 
only problem with that is that I'll 
only be here a couple more years 
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I Why everyone should quit do tin 
by Boo Mitchell 
Reason 1: Let's face it. We 
don't want a spouse - we want a 
servant. 
Reason 2: You end up spending 
a lot of money and shaking a lot 
of hands. 
Reason 3: You may give others 
the wrong impression in dating. 
If you go out with someone for the 
first time to the Michael Iceberg 
Cl')pcert, others may think you're 
engaged or even married. 
Reason 4: If you never date, 
you'll never have to worry about 
divorce. 
Reason 5: This means you can 
spend more time on your 
homework. (Goodness knows 
your G.P.A. needs it.) 
Reason 6: Courting- that silly 
and meaningless ritual - will be 
eliminated. 
Reason 7: This will eliminate 
all those stupid conversations 
you have with your date - cat 
food prices and who is losing 
among the Republican 
presidential candidates. 
Reason 8: This unnecessary 
responsibility of putting someone 
else first will cease. 
Reason 9: You'll never have to 
worry about "compatability in 
relationships" anymore. 
Reason 10: It will end the 
needless crushing of high ex-
pectations which come every 
week, both before asking out, 
being asked out and afterwards. 
Reason 11: This means you 
won't have to purchase anymore 
of those ridiculously expensive 
gifts just to show you care. 
Reason 12: Discussions about 
whether or to what degree, 
you're in love and when it will 
."Change next will cease. 
Reason 13: MARRIAGE! 
Don't misunderstand me, I'm 
not saying we shouldn't get 
married. I'm saying we're going 
about it the wrong way. We 
should end this ritual of dating 
and courting. Actually, dating 
doesn't reveal a single facet of 
compatibility. So, I've developed 
a new system which will answer 
all to all these difficult problems 
- we should supply forms for 







ABILITY TO COUNT TO TEN: 
INCOME: 
DO YOU SNORE? . 
DO YOUR FEET STAY WARM? 
Nor should we stop here. After 
the spouse application forms are 
completed, each applicant will be 
subjected to a battery of both 
physical and psychological tests. 
Each applicant must compete in 
and win the Boston Marathon. 
Also, each applicant will be 
required to swim the length of the 
Andes River and back. Each 
must be able to mentally endure 
psychological brutality under 
intensive interrogation. Finally, 
applicants must pass a Ror-
scharch test. 
The five finalists will then be 
voted on by a panel A. judges. 
Bert Parks will then K\g as the 
winner is announced and walks 
down the aisle. C'mon now, isn't 
this-Na lot better than dating? 
(P. S. Send your applications to 
Box 136.) 
S.A. sponsors Friendly W~k 
to celebrate Valentine's Day 
by Beth Parker 
No, the Harding Student 
Association did not initiate Saint 
Valentine's Day, although the 
score of activities they have 
brewing for next week's 
celebration may indicate so. 
Actually, the celebration began 
back in the year 270 when a few 
innovative Romans declared 
Feb. 14 as a feast day in honor of 
the patron saint of lovers who 
was martyred for Christianity. 
The loving spirit of the Saint 
Valentine's Day celebration has 
been kept alive on the Harding 
campus ever since, and the S. A. 
simply took it from there. 
"We have activities planned 
for every day next week in 
celebration of Saint Valentine's 
Day," said S. A. treasurer Walt 
Buce. "Each day of 'Friendly 
Week' will concentrate on being 
nice to certain people in order to 
generate an atmosphere of lo\Te 
and appreciation on campus." 
Monday will open the weeklong 
string of activities with "Be Nice 
to Bisons Day." All Harding ath-
letes are to wear their jerseys on 
that day and are to be treated 
with special attention, Buce said. 
, The men of Harding will be 
honored Tuesday with "Be Nice 
to Guys Day." Wednesday has 
been designated as "Be Nice to 
Teachers Day" and Thursday 
will be "Be Nice to Girls Day." 
"On these special days, people 
are to go out of their way to show 
their love to those being honored 
by opening doors for them, giving 
them small gifts, or just by 
saying something nice," S. A. 
secretary· Boyd Jones explained. 
Friday has been slated as "Be 
Nice to Students Day." A concert 
with the Wright Brothers and 
Grandpa Jones will highlight the 
day's activities. "In celebration 
of 'Be Nice to Students Day,' I 
know of one teacher who always 
brings each of his students a 
candy bar and takes out class 
time to get acquainted with them 
on a more personal basis," Jones 
recalled. 
"Saturday will really put the 
finishing touches on the week's 
activities," Jones said. "Sadie 
Hawkins will be observed on 
that day, providing an op-
portunity for the girls to ask the 
guys out." The movie "Voices" is 
scheduled for that night in the 
Benson Auditorium. 
Jones commented that 
"Friendly Week" is a kind of 
date-promoting week filled with 
opportunities for guys and girls 
to ask one another out and to 
enjoy a lot of good activities. 
"It's a love-filled week that tries 
to capture for Harding what the 
Saint Valentine's Day spirit is all 
about." 
11lt~q~t~£f~:~~ 
A Unique Book 
on 
Mental Health and the Bible 
By Bill Flat, Ed.D. 
With chapters on overcoming depression, worry, fears, 
insecurity, grief, family and sexual problems and other 
vital concerns. Oscar Moore, Harding Bookstore Manager 
says, "It's selling like hotcakes. Orders are coming in from 
all over the country." · 
What others say: 
Dr. W. B. West, Dean Emeritus, Harding Graduate 
School of Religion: "Dr. Flatt is eminently qualified to write 
Mental Health and the Bible. I found it very interesting and 
recommend it highly." 
Dr. Harold Hazelip. Dean, Harding Grading School of 
Religion: "Because Bill has 24 years of preaching ex-
perience, and a doctorate in counseling and ps;ychology 
along with several years of intensive counseling ex-
perience, he is able to bring together Biblical teachings and 
psychological insights which will help the Christian cope 
with and grow through personal problems. The book is 
abundantly illustrated both from contemporary counseling 
experience and from the Biblical characters. I heartily 
recommend it." 
Dr. Paul Faulkner, Professor of Bible, Abilene Christian 
University: "I feel good about both Bill and his book, Men-
tal Health and the Bible." 
C. W. Bradley, Minister, Wooddale Church of Christ, 
Memphis: "A class with approximately 100 adults enrolled 
is now in progress at Wooddale. Expressions of deep 
gratitude are being uttered by those attending for both the 
teacher and the material being presented. The teacher is 
Bill Flatt and the material being presented is the same as 
that which he presents in weekend meetings and in his new 
book, Mental Health and the Bible. This is a well written 
book and is designed to meet some real needs in the Lord's 
church today. I recommend it highly." 
$5.00 per copy, Harding Bookstore, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
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~ Roden proposes '1 0 best' albums of 1979 ~· 
> ~ !J! by Mike Roden e~> 
One of the first big songs of the 
'70's was Don McLean's 
"American Pie;" a brilliant epic 
that had so many hidden 
meanings and clever mazes that 
its subject is still debated today 
(I think it's about Buddy Holly). 
Contrast that with one of last 
year's biggies, "In the Navy," 
and you'll see just how far we've 
digressed. This is not just to pick 
on "disco." A lot of it, "No ~ore 
Tears" by Barbra Streisand and 
Donna Summer for example, has 
good arrangements and vocals. 
The problem is that instead of 
giving us alternatives to disco, 
many of "ur most talented artists 
are jumping on the bandwagon. 
At the end of the decade, the 
year 1979 was a transition year. 
Some superstars of the '70's (Rod 
Stewart, Elton John, and Barbra 
Streisand, most notably) at-
tempted to ride the popularity 
tide of disco, with mixed results. 
Ironically, by the end of the year, 
disco no longer seemed the un-
stoppable wave of the future. 
"New wave rock" (I still haven't 
figured out what that means) 
made a strong showing in '79 and 
produced some outstanding 
artists. Unfortunately, it also 
produced some no-talents. 
So, what were the ac-
complishments of the y.ear? As 
I've stated here many times, 
everyone has their own taste in 
music. I'm no exception, and the 
choices I make here are by no 
means the views of the Bison, 
Harding, or any of the 
presidential candidates. They 
are only those of little ol' me. The 
following are my choices for the 
ten best albums of 1979, in 
alphabetical order. 
Armed Forces by Elvis 
Costello - Here's your. 
proverbial angry young man with 
one of the most unique and 
compelling albums to come out in 
a long time. I don't understand it 
all, but I definitely like it. 
Back to the Egg by Wings -










1202 E. Market 
(Across from Echo Haven) 
McCartney's best work since 
Abbey Road. Without a doubt it's 
the best Wings album since Band 
on the Run. McCartney's genius 
is back on track, even if the 
Japanese don't think so. 
Breakfast in America by 
Supertramp - This intelligent, 
perceptive album should mark 
the breakthrough of Supertramp 
to supergroup status. The songs 
here are not only clever and 
knowledgeable, but disarmingly 
catchy. 
Dire Straits by Dire Straits -
When I first heard "Sultans of 
Swing" last winter, I was 
mesmerized by lyrical and in-
strumental strength. The rest of 
the album is equally effective, 
and although their second album, 
Comunique, was a bit of a let-
down, Dire Straits should be with 
us for a while. 
Eat to the Beat by Blondie -
Blondie is "new wave" at its best 
and this is a noticeably better 
album than their first in '79, 
Parallel Lines. Deborah Henry's 
vocals are okay but it's the 
band's rhythmic energy on songs 
like "Dreamin' " that dis-
tinguishes them. 
Get the Knack by the Knack -
I like the Knack because as rock 
enters its fourth decade, they 
remind us, however crudely, of 
from whence we came. I dislike 
the attempts to cash in on the 
Beatles' legacy on the album 
cover, but inside, the revival of 
old time rock 'n' roll was a 
welcome change. 
The Long Run by the Eagles -
I think the Eagles are the band of 
the decade, for no other group 
left such an identifiable sound as 
"southern California rock." The 
Long Run is more of a throw-
back to their earlier days and not 
as original as Hotel California, 
but still rates as one of the year's 
best, if for nothing else than "The 
Greeks Don't Want No Freaks." 
No Nukes by various artists -
Aside from being an enthusiastic 
political statement by the 
Musicians United for Safe 
Energy (MUSE), this is the best 
concert album since Woodstock, 
the spirit of which lives on here. 
There are many things that 
should be said, but this not being 
the place to say them. Let me just 
say that the Jackson Browne-
Bruce Springsteen version of 
"Stay" is reason enough to buy 
the collection. But there are 
many more. 
Slow Train Coming by Bob 
Dylan - For fifteen years, this 
man has been asking us 
questions. Now, he's giving us the 
answers. It took a lot of guts for 
Dylan to release this in-
spirational and uplifting album, 
and some fans and critics did 
assail him, but honest aS' always, 
he proved that you do indeed 
"gotta serve somebody." 
Spirits Having Flown by the Bee 
Gees -This is my one diversioo 
into commercialized pop, and it's 
a dandy. If you're like me, and 
tum up the radio every time you 
hear a Bee Gees song, you'll 
understand. Maybe I'm addicted 
to falsetto. Seriously, this is a 
well organized, written, and 
produced album and worthy of its 
success. 
As long as I'm giving out 
honors, in my opinion, the best 
song of the year was the Com-
modores' "Sail On" for its 
lyrical and musical beauty, 
followed by the Knack's "My 
Sharona" for its miridles8 frenzy, 
Joe Jackson's "Is She Really 
Going Out With Him" for its 
humor, M's "Pop Muzik" for its 
future significance, Dire Strait's 
"Sultans of the Swing" for its 
brilliance, Wing's "Arrow 
Through Me" for its 
arrangement, and Rupert 
Holmes' "Escape" for its 
cuteness. 
Holmes, by the way, gets my 
vote for the best new artist. For 
group of the year, I pick 
Supertl'amp, although the Eagles 
come close. Donna Summer is a 
very talented lady and had some 
monster hits ,Jast year, but I 
chose Anne Murray as female 
singer of the year for the touch of 
class she brings to everything she 
does. Kenny Rogers gets my vote 
as male singer of the year for his 
ability to please both rock and 
country fans. 
Comeback-of-the-year honors 
go to Herb Albert and Robert 
John, who both hit number one 
last year after nearly a decade of 
silence. Fleetwood Mac's Tusk 
was my disappointment of the 
year. It includes some fine songs, 
but the overall effect is one of 
disunity and blandness. 
Movie notes : To close out "Sci-
fi" week, the S. A. Movie Com-
mittee is presenting Stanley 
Kubrick's 2001: A Space 
Oc'lyssey, one of the most surreal 
and metamorphic films ever 
made. This is a must for space 
fans and movie buffs. 
Food systems class 
serves public meals 
The food systems management 
class will be serving meals once 
again on Tuesday and Thursday 
of each week beginning Tuesday, 
Feb. 4 and ending Thursday, Apr. 
3. 
The meals will be served in the 
Olen Hendrix reception room 
from 11: 30 to 12: 15. Tickets may 
be reserved at $1.50 by calling 
ext. 472. Any cancellations must 
be made by 4 p.m. on the· day 
before the date of the reserved 
ticket. 
Let Us Unravel Your TRAVEL 
• Worldw1de Airline Reservations and T1cketmg 
• Package Tours 
• Ski Trips 
• Honeymoon Packages 
• Amtrak Tickets 
Book Earty and Save Our Services Are Free 
W orld Travel, Inc. 
908 East Rac..'t 268-4291 Searcy, Ark. 
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Graduate imparts rules of Harding dating game 
by Marlin Moore . . class. Go to No.8. b) college park of Shell's answer man or some advers~. publicity for your '!'~Y ~the ~t few ~nturies, but 
Editor's Note: The foll?'~'lng after 9 p.m. Go to No. 2. c) such excuse. You will need to competition. Go to No. 20. . Its sbll a sb~ky busmess ~t best. 
satJrjcal guide for men on 'Bow College of the Ozarks since contact several reliable sources. 15. . Sorr~. Although this Ru~or has It that few g1rls aJ?-
\o Get Your First Date at Bar- pickins is scarce 'round here. Go More information is acquired techmque m1ght be employed to prec1ate all those needles (even if 
ding" was originally written for to No. 10. on the girl in question by --? boister your self-eonfidence, it you are pre-med). Pawn your 
new students, but since many 5. This is not the best response a ) hiring a private eye like will do little toward getting you equipment and go to No. 14. 
may still be working on that first since ev.en though there are Mannix or Barnaby Jones. Go to a date! Go back to No. 14 to 22. Nope. This would score 
date in this, the second month of women in the old married student No. 6. b) milking the social clarify this polnt. points with President Ganus, but 
the semester, we feel that the old apts., they are the married kind grapevine. Go to No. 1S. c) 16. Ah, hal You were not who wants a date with him? Go 
proverb, "Better late than and messing with them is a NO- checking her information card in reading closely enough. There is back to No. 26. 
never" is appropriate. The NO! Go back to No. 1. the student personnel office. Go useful information on these 23. Well ... maybe not. Rarely 
author. Marlin ~oore, is a. 1979 6. Sorry Charlie, this procedure to No. 16. cards, but not ev~n Dean Camp- is _lif~ at Hardi~g so bori1_1g that 
graduate of Harding. The guide is could get expensive quick and 12. Ob no. You fell for the trap. bell can keep up wtth the data you th1s .1s all that s left. It 1s con-
the first in a two-part ~eries. besides, these shows aren't on the Even though the presence of a need at this point. Reread No. ll. ceivable that o~e could do ~hi~ as 
1. Welcome to Harding! You air anymore anyway. See if fourth finger on the left hand 17. You 1~\ pal. Tbe sound of long as he rea~zed that thlS frrst 
may be a freshman or a transfer, there's a better answer in No. 11. might be ae&thetically desirable, your feet hitting the pavement d~te may be hts last_. ... Reread 
but if you're new here, this 7. No this response would be it is not the primary issue here. may be enough to keep out the No. 24 for a better 1dea. 
programisforyoul You may find true if' you were looking for Go to No.8. pounding of Cupid's words on 24 Baby you are smooth as 
many things different here like people to round off a football 13. Yes, you are a great student your brain fo~ a while, but y~u're silk.' This 'is the long awaited 
classes, teachers, curfew, but team, however, what you want is of love. If both of the previ~ bpund to lose m the end. Don t be moment. You go to the phone to 
one of the strangest things for a date. Reread No. L questions regarding the young discouraged, go back to No. 4 and call and ask her out. But first 
many new students is the rules of 8. You are definitely in the lady have indicated that she is try again. . . you need to decide what you're 
the dating game. Let's start with running! The potential prey has available; go now to No. 14. But, 18. Wow, if the girls only knew going to do. Some things are 
basics! es~en~al.to the practice beenspott~. Now the1_1ext ~tep is if e~ther qu~tion . yielded a what w~ coming!.lt is no'! time considered to be socially ac-
of datmg 1s fmding someone to to determme her dating life at positive response, you have a to manif~t your mterest m the ceptable and some socially 
have a date with. <H you are a this point in time. The first thing problem. Possibly the best thing sweet young thing. One must unacceptable for the first date. 
mo~ or a celibate you ca!l stop to check is that l~ft hand, to do lS to "take your bait to employ poise and tact. The frrst Two of the most popular are a 
reading here and go meditate.) specifically the fourth fmger, and another part ol. the lake." Some step should be a small one; after date to church ·or attending a 
~e people wbo we are inter~~ h~pe ~t it ~ not bear ~ gold however choose to i~e the ring class make your way over campus movie. Both have their 
m can most often be found livmg rmg Wlth a shiny rock on 1t. and-or the warmngs of the toward her and casually .in- pros and cons but remember 
in the women's dormitories . It is After spotting the prey, the grapevine, but this has been troduoe yourself - employmg church is free!' ' 
a good idea to familiarize next step is to chec.k for ? determined by the Harding nurse the old standby 3-step sys- . 
yourself with the location of these a) the presence ofa fourth fmger to be llazardous to your health, tern: "W)lat's your !.Name? B~fore calhng you should 
buildings on the campus. on the left hand. Go to No.12. b) and careful consideration is 2.Hometown? ·3.Major?" Be decld~ on what Y?U want to do, a 
The people we are inter.ested in fingernail polish that matches advised. friendly and calm and leave it at good f1rst ~te m1ght be · 
are most often found in the-- her eyes. Go to No. 3. c) a gold If the situation is complexed by- that f<r today. a) c~urch. Go. to ~0· 26. b).. 
-? a) Old married student ring with a shiny rock on the a flance or boyfriend one should The first confrontation should counti~g the bncks m the Olen 
apartments. Go to No. 5. b) Girl's fourth finger of the left hand. Go a) Put out a contract on the / include a ? a) proposal. ~e~drix bldg. Go ~o No . . 23. c) 
dormitories. Go to No.4. c) Boy's to No. 11. clown. Go to No. 9. b) Find · Go to No. 19. b) wink in t~ ~· , rtding the elevator m the library. 
dormitories. Go to No. 7. 9. No, this might be a little rash another girl. Go back to No. 4. c) Go to No. 15. c) bnef m- Go to No. 'El. 
2. Well, you're half-right, there at the offset. There is a better Find a less tiresome sport like troduction. Go to No. 24. 25. Neg~tory good buddy. 
are sometimes girls at Harding alternative. Besides students running 26.2 mile marathons. Go 19. Nope, you need to .re~ax and There are two major drawbacks 
Park after 9 p.m., but they are don't have that kind of money to No. 17. let some of the adrenalin m your to this system. 1. Most people do 
either 1). Jogging and not ~- anyway (unless your name is 14. Bravo! This is your lucky S?S~ dissipate before con- not have a CB in their room. 2. If 
terested m a ~te, or 2) W1th Rockefeller). Go to No. 13. day. You have managed to avoid tinumg. True, f?l' a proposal one everyone did, no one could be 
some guy looking for a contact 10. Sorry, even though there is the 23 girls on the campus that mll!lt have a girl to propose to understood because of the noise. 
lens under the trees. Go back to no doubt that you could find some are dating someone or engaged. which you have, but ~ne m~t This system further does not 
No. 4. girls at this particular school, one Now is the time for positive also get to know the gtrl, whtch allow you to whisper sweet 
3. Sorry, even though this need not search quite so far action. As in business, so in the has not been done yet. What you nothings in her ear. Go to No. 28. 
condition might be cute (unless aw~y. Try to find a bette.r answer game of life- advertising is the are trying to do right now is to get · 
she bas one blue eye and one in No. 4. key. Ithas.beensaid that "Trying a date, go back to No. 18. 
gray,) it has nothing to do.with the 11. Very Good ! this correct to run a business without ad- 20. This is incorrect. Not ~Y is 
question. Reread No. 8. re$ponse has saved you counUess vertising is like winking at your this considered to be ethically 
4. Great! Now that you 've hours of _unnecessary plotting girlfriend in the dark; you know questionable, it will not do you 
found the place where you can andscb.ellllJlg. Now that you have what you're doing but nobody any good. Concentrate on your 
acquirethegirls youneedtofind determined that she is not of- else does." corner of the world and let the 
a specific girl t~ ask out. One or Cicially engaged, further in- Basic to successful business competition take care of itself. 
the best places to find that vestigation is still necessary to and dating is a ? a) For help on this return to No. 14. 
special someone is in your avoid embarrasm:nent. Since she acupuncture. Go to No. 21. b) 21. Ho, ho, joke's on you! 
classes. This has been found to could be dahng someone advertising. Go to No. 18. c) Acupuncture has come a long 
give good results since most of seriously b~t not ~ engaged, ~ 
the time people sit in their next step ~s to milk the social 
classes and gawk at their grapevine for information. To do 
classmates rather than the this, one casuaUy saunters up to 
teacher . 'Jlhls continuous an unsuspecting friend (boy or 
" eyeing-over" of the class girl) and. in the_ ~ of a 
sometimes results in the spotting conversation asks tf !Miss So-and-
Now Open 
26. Steady boy, you're doing 
fine. Other information you need 
to have is the time you will pick 
her up and possibly how she 
should dress - casually, for-
mally, etc. Girls will appreciate 
your organization and 
thoughtfulness and every little 
bit helps! !(See next week's Bison 
for Numbers 'El-53.) 
of a likely prospect. So is dating anyone, but you must 
1f you want to improve your be quick to point out that ~our 
chances of finding a girl, the best interest is p~y factual ~e 
place to go is to c . a) you are applymg for the pos1tioo 
The Top & Bottom Shop 
Hours: 8:30-6:30 
268-5338 
Extend jts welcome to Harding students 
Men's Jeans By: 
Faded Glory, Levi, Maverick, Male, Missouri 
Thoroughbred, Point and Others 
Women's Jeans By: 
Calvin Klein, Faded Glory, Pentimento, Organically 
Grown, Poor Little Rich Girl, Landlubber, and Others. 
Check our low prices and large selections! 
2021 E. Race 
268-5544 Located east side of Wendy's 268-5590 
OPEN MON.-THURS. ~ A.M.-8 P.M. FRI.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
James Bogle R. Ph. SEARCY 
From left, Karl Hinkle and Tom and Tim Wright join to form the Wright 
Brothers Trio, who wiD Perform next Friday in the Benson Auditorium. 
Wright Brothers trio to return 
Next Friday evening at 7:30, 
the Wright Brothers Trio will 
return to Harding for their 
seventh concert in the past six 
years, bringing with them the 
Grandpa Jones family to perform 
in the Benson Auditorium. 
To those wbo frequent campus 
concerts, the Wright Brothers 
are old friends. '111~ bluegrass-
country band, which was once a 
quintet, was last here in Sep-
tember. 
Tom Wright plays guitar; bis 
brother Tim plays guitar, steel 
guitar, and banjo; Karl Hinkle 
plays bass and everyone sings 
(including the audience from 
time to time). There are sev.eral 
standard tunes that Hardingites 
almost know they'll hear such as 
"Rocky Top," ''American 
Trilogy," "American Dream" 
and "Travellin' Sboes." 
Guests for the show are 
Grandpa Jones and his wife, 
Ramona, his son Mark and 
daughter Alisa. Among the four, 
they play banjos, guitars, fiddle, 
mandolin, a 5-string dobro and a 
hammered dulcimer. 
Grandpa Jones is one of the 
most well-known country music 
artists t~y, having started 
playing at the age of 11 and 
working his way through radio 
shows in Dlinois, Ohio. 
Massachusetts and West 
Virginia. His biggest step came 
in 1946, when be joined the Grand 
Ole Opry. He left that to work 
with the Jimmy Dean Show, but 
returned to Nashville in 1959 for 
the Opry again, having been 
there since. He is also a regular 
performer on the "Hee Haw" 
television show. 
rn 
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We are interested 
in y()u, your school, 
and your health. 
Let us be your 
Pharmacy away 
from home. 
"Your Health Is Our Business" · 
MEDICAL CENTER 
PHARMACY 
BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph . 
Harding Class of '66 
Prescription Chemists 
g 
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American student farthest from home 
Native Alaskan adapts to Arkansas 
by Jay Perdue 
''Arkansas seemed so ~ dried 
up." That was freshman Tim 
Scott's first impression upon 
arriving in Little Rock in early 
January to begin his first 
semester at Harding. He was, 
however, comparing "the 
foothills of the Ozarks" to Kot-
zebue, Alaska, his hometown. 
Scott is accustomed to the flat 
tundra along the coast of the 
Arctic Ocean. He has lived for 
five years in Kotzebue, an 
Eskimo village about 30 miles 
north of the Arctic Circle. It is the 
second largest Eskimo village in 
Alaska and according to Scott, a 
noteworthy tourist spot. 
"The temperatur~ at this time 
of year ranges from -210 degrees 
to zero, but with the wind chill 
factor those temperatures look 
silly. It makes it lower than -100 
degrees at times." Not sur-
prisingly, Scott calls Searcy's 
weather "the warmest January 
I've seen." 
So, why Harding? Why Searcy, 
Ark., some 5,000 miles away? 
"Well, a couple of years ago, I 
had a chemistry teacher and 
basketball coach who graduated 
from Harding," he explained. 
"He told me about it and I 
thought it sounded really good." 
But Scott didn't apply im-
mediately to Harding. 
Graduating from high school 
early in December 1978, he 
started the spring quarter at 
Olympic College in Bremerton, 
Wash. Scott, who was on the 
track team in high school as well 
as the basketbaU team, ran six 
miles from a friend's house, 
where he lived, to the community 
college's campus every day. 
The summer of 1m, Tim 
worked on the ground crew at the 
Kotzebue airport, signaling 
airplanes. Then last fall, he again 
enroUed at Olympic College as a 
physical education major. "I 
needed a more set schedule, a 
little more discipline," he 
recalled. "I thought Harding 
would be the change I needed." 
Of course, Scott's girlfriend, a 
sophomore at Harding who is want to go back to Kotzebue and 
also from Kotzebue, had nothing coach. There are a lot of good 
to do with his decision to enroll athletes there. People just don't 
here this semester. realize it." 
Scott, who has run in three As for his new environment at 
marathons, was on the cross- Harding, Scott likes the dif-
country team in Kolubue. He ference. "Unlike a lot of 
has not given much thought to universities, it makes you take 
joining Harding's cross-country courses you really need to be 
team, however. After suffering a well-rounded. Harding provides 
pinched nerve in his hip during a you with entertainment that you 
Seattle marathon last November, need, -too. They seem to care." 
be has "lost a lot of speed," It may not be Kotzebue, but 
which he is trying to restore. Tim Scott is finding that 
Coaching running and Arkansas is not so "dried up" 
basketball is his career goal. "I after all. 
Teacher Education Program 
studied for reaccreditation 
In order to comply with the 
terms of the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher 
Education <NCATE), a self-study 
of the Teacher Education 
Program ·is being conducted, 
since the program is due for 
reaccreditation in 1981, ac-
cording to Bobby Coker, dean of 
the School of Education. 
''Accreditati~ of our program 
with NCA TE is extremely im-
portant to the students. Tbrougb 
NCATE, a student is eligible for 
certification in at least 25 to 30 
states. It also helps to maintain a 
quality education for the 
student," Coker said. 
"There are a lot of groups 
working on the self-study," he 
said. The study has already 
resulted in policy changes, which 
~ust be ap~ed by the Teacher 
Education COmmittee made up of 
eight Harding teachers and two 
students, each with equal voting 
amendments. 
One example of a: change 
already instituted because of the 
study is the addition of more field 
experience to the program. 
The self-study is to be com-
pleted by January, 1981. "In 
March of next year, there will be 
an on-sight evaluation of our 
program to verify our- report 
from the self-study," said Coker. 
Harding's Teacher Education 
Program was first accredited 
with NCATE in 1963, retroactive 
to 1961. It was reaccredited with 
NCATE in 1971, and now faces 




The debate team of Jeff Hobbs 
and Bob Chandler won secorid 
place in the 22nd annual United 
States Naval Academy In-
vitational Debate Tournament at 
Annapolis, Md. last weekend. 
Forty-i!ight teams from 28 
schools including West Virginia 
University, Wayne State 
University and George Mason 
University competed in the 
tournament. 
In other competition, junior 
varsity teammates, Anita Eagan 
and Johnny Miller defeated the 
Northwest Missouri team to 
capture first place in their 
division in forensics at Pittsburg 
State University in Pittsburg, 
Kan. recently. 
In the varsity division, the 
team ~ Chandler and Hobbs was 
awarded a fourth place trophy 
for advancing to quarter-finals. 
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Ouachita takes indoor championship 
It came down to the last event UAM, 6-6; 3. Nichols, UCA, 6-2; 4. berg, HU 46-9; 2. Lillard, OBU, 
Friday, but the Ouachita Baptist Duff, HU, 6-2; 5. Lynch, HU, 6-2; 45-7.25; 3. Hughes, OBU, 44-4.25; 
Tigers finally defeated Harding 6. Thomas, SAU 6-2. 4. Archer, SAU, 43-b.75; 5. Duff, 
University 142.33 to 138.33 to Two-Mile Relay 1. HU, (Randy HU, 43-6.5; 6 Chisom, UAM, 40-
claim the Arkansas In- Jackson, John McAlister, Kelly 1.5. 
tercollegiate Comerence indoor Kemp,DaveEdwards),8:15.3; 2. 880 Yard Dash 1. Neil Munro, 
track championship. SAU, 8:18.4; 3. UAM, 8:26.8; 4. SUA, 2:02.8; 2. Harrell, OBU, 
The Bisons were ahead after OBU, 8:28.9; 5. ATU, 8:29.7. 2:02.9; 3. Kemp, HU, 2:04.9; 4. 
" accumulating 15 points in the Two-Mile Run 1. Mark Westover, HU, 2:05.6; 5. Ray, 
mile run, but they needed a Moseley) OBU, 9:18.40 ; 2. HU, 2:06.9; 6. Stewart, UAM, 
strong finish in the championship O'Conor, HU, 9:22.98; a. Lam- 2:07.7. (Hand held times) 
fmale , the mile relay, to hold Off bert, HU, 9:39.43; 4. 'l'eixeira, 60-YardHigh Hurdles 1. Gerold 
the defending champions. HU, 10:05.58; 5. Sennett, HU, Jones, OBU, 7.69; 2. Hightower, 
OBU, however, took first in the 10:08.14 ; 6. Hern~on, UCA, HU, 7.85; 3. Duff, HU, 7.90; 4. 
event while Harding only 10:18.12. Culp, UAM, 7.92; 5. Shaw, UCA, 
claimed sixth, and thereby lost POle V~ult 1. Mike Lynch, HU, 8.02; 6. Pride, SAU, 8.14. 
the conference title. 15-1; 2. McFarlin OBU 14.6; 3. 1000 Yard ·Run 1. Mark 
Defending two-mile champion Fraley, HU, 14-6; 4. BurtOn, ATU, Moseley, OBU, 2:24.76.; 2. 
Mark Moseley o( Ouachita, set a 13-&; 5. Chadwick, OBU, 13; 6. Tucker, UAM, 2:25.50; 3. Adams, 
meet reeord in that event by (TIE) SpUrlock, HU and Pierce, HU, 2:25.89; 4. Parker, ATU, 
winning it in a time of 9:18.40. SAU and Lee, OBU at 12. 2:27.13; 5. McAlister, HU, 
Clocking in at 9:22.98 was Har- 440-Yard Dash 1. Gerald 2:27.52;.6. Edwards, HU, 2:28.42. 
ding's Joe O'Conor who set a new Br()wn. UCA, 53.75; 2. Thomas, Mile Run 1. Joe O'Conor, HU, 
scboolrecordinl'outetofinishing OBU, 54.24 ; 3. Domanski, UAM, 4:30.36; 2. Zachary, OBU, 
second. 54.37 ; 4. Hill, UCA, 54.85; 5. 4:31.28; 3. Lam'Qert, HU, 4:33.74; 
Other top fillishers in their Bland, SAU, 54.91; 6. Malone, 4. Wunderlich, HU, 4:41.58; 5. 
events are~ follows : UAM, 55.20. Campbell, OBU, 34.02; 6. Byrum, 
Long Jump 1. Jerry Stuart, 600 Yard DaSh 1. Wilford Holt, OBU, 34.28. 
HSU, 22-3.25; 2. McCollum, OBU, OBU, 1:18.2; 2. Davis, UAM, Mile Relay 1. OBU, (Alton 
23-6.25; 3. Culp UAM, 21-3.75; 5. 1:18.4; 3. Sitton, HU, 1:18.6; 4. Kerner, Leonard Campbell, 
Butcher, UAM, 21-3.25; 5. Cook, Gill, UAM, 1:19:3; 5. Lewis, Anthony Daniels, Wilford Holt), 
SAU, 20-10; 6. Wright, OBU, 43-8. UCA, 1:19.4; 6. Lang, HSU, 3:33.5; 2. UCA, 3:36.94; 3. UAM, 
High Jump 1. Alan 1:19.7. (hand held times) 3:3.56; 4. SAU, 3:40.32; 5. HSU, 
Kwasiborski, HU, 6-6;. 2. Culp, Triple Jump 1. Kevin Gran- 3:43.09; 6. HU, 3:44.09. 
Freshman Jonathan Bedwell displays his winning form as he broke the 
AIC record for high-series Tuesday. Bedwell bettered Ron Wheeler's 
old mark of 713 with a 757 series. (Photo by Jim Bradley) 
Wedding Invitations 
... ask about our personalized 
invitation with photo of couple. 
Banquet 
Final Results: Ouachita 
Baptist, 142.33; 2. Harding 
University, 138.33; 3. University 
of Arkansas-Monticello, 80; 4. 
Southern Arkansas, 49.33; 5. 
Henderson State University, 3lJ; 
6. University of Central 
Arkansas, 37; 7. Arkansas Tech, 
10. 
TIMEOUT. • • 
by Linda Hilbun 
Sports Editor 
American athletes have 
become little more than pawns in 
a chess game with the Soviet 
Union. And they're sure to lose. 
For they've never had to play the 
game before. 
So the Russians have moved 
into Mghanistan. What's new? 
' They've been expanding their 
territorial control for years and 
they aren't about to let a little 
boycott stop -them. Does 
President Carter honestly think 
that if he bids his troops - the 
American athletes - to stay 
home that the Olympics will roll 
over and die? Is he so naive as to 
believe that the absence of one 
contingent of athletes, no matter 
how great, will put an end to one 
of the world's greatest historical 
traditions? Does he expect to win 
the faith of the American people 
in this, an election ye~r, by 
turning athletes into soldiers? 
Would it not be more feasible to 
build up the American army -
the REAL army? 
Many of our Olympians have 
given the majority of their lives 
to train for the very g~mes that 
are about to be snatched from 
them. In a country where 
Olympians must be mere 
amateurs, we've still required 
that they be professionals. They 
train full-time, postponing 
educations and careers as they 
"volunteer" their time and 
talents. Now they are facing the 
possibility of all that going for 
naught. And for what? A silly 
ploy. 
The president says he shouldn't 
have to asf the athletes not to go, 
t~t they should stay voluntarily. 
Does he realize what he's asking? 
That would be like asking him to 
resign the presidency before he's 
even inaugurated. Would he bave 
been so willing? 
To its participants, the 
Olympics is like the World Series 
and the iuper Bowl are to theirs. 
It represents the ultimate. But to 
President Carter, it merely 
represents a political maneuver. 
I'd have no cause for criticism 
if I honestly believed an Olympic 
boycott would accomplish even 
half of its purpose, but it won't. It 
will only leave the Soviets taking 
home a stockpile of gold, and 
laughing, as they continue their 
advancement into Mghanistan. 
And where will America - and 
President Carter- be? Thinking 
of what to do next. Who to use as 
the next pawns. And when to 
make the move. 
Maybe someday we'll be as 
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Johnson excited about new season, new field 
by Linda Hilbun 
The Harding University 
baseball program is in the midst 
of a change. 
"Being on campus is going to 
be the greatest thing for baseball 
at this school," stated Cllach 
Dick Johnson in referring to the 
new Jerry Moore Memorial Field 
now being built ~n the extreme 
south end Of the campus. 
Not only will the new location 
give the students added op-
porturiities to support the Bisons, 
but it will also be the third largest 
baseball complex in the state, 
according to Johnson. 
The spacious park will contain 
a batting tunnel on the third base 
side, a batting cage, Major 
League-type dugouts, a 400-plus 
foot center field fence, and a 50-
foot area in which the catcher 
can work. 
Johnson expects the park to 
serve as a "positive recruiting 
tool" for the school, which plans 
to host a high school invitational 
tournament during spring break 
and some American Legion 
games during the summer. 
While Johnson definitely ex-
pects the field to be fmished by 
this summer, he is hopeful it will 
be completed before this year's 
season is over. The only major 
things left to be done are to erect 
the fence, build the dugouts, and 
build a bridge to the field. 
However, regardless of where 
·the B.isons play this season, 
Johnson is confident of their 
chances in the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference. While 
the Bisons finished seventh out of 
eight teams last year, he expects 
them to be "near the top" this 
season, basing that belief on his 
overall team average. 
"We're going to be a lot 
stronger in the middle," he 
stated, "with Don Skinner at 
second, Steve Ulrich at shortstop, 
Mike Moody at catcher, and 
either Mark Kay or Rieke 
Stewart in center field. 
"If our team has a weakness, 
it's ·finding our third outfielder," 
he added. 
The Bisons lost last year's 
Honorable Mention All-AIC 
selection, freshman Rich Kat-
chur in left field, but will be 
looking to outfielders Curtis 
Dupriest and Max Garnett, in 
addition to All-Conference 
prospects Kay .and Stewart to 
take up the slack. 
Ulrich, a native of Hanford, 
Calif., returned to Harding this 
fall after staying out for a year. 
Skinner, a transfer from 
Michigan Christian College, is a 
junior from Rochester, Mich. 
Both Kay and Stewart are 
returning starters, and Moody is 
Buy any iJ:PDYl. 
a two-time All-AIC selection. 
Joining Skinner and Ulrich in 
the infield are expected to be 
sophomOFe Steve Ashcraft at 
first base and senior Doug 
Cowden at third. 
After fall workouts, senior 
Mike Scott emerged as the 
team's number one pitcher, 
followed closely by Skinner and 
junior Mike Claussen. Other 
throwers Johnson is looking at 
include freshman Mike Marlar, 
freshman Jeff Jones, freshman 
Stan Valentine, sophomore 
transfer Mike Galloway, 
sophomore Barry Sloan and 
senior Ken Garner. 
"Our season will go the way 
our pitching staff goes," Johnson 
eommented in stating that he 
hopes to set up a six-man rotation 
system. 
Backing up the starting in-
fielders will be sophomore John 
Gross, freshman Joel Voorhees 
and freshman Ron Nosserman .• 
According to the Bison head 
coach, Harding should have 
several All-Conference selections 
this year including Ulrich, 
Cowden, Moody, Ashcraft, 
Stewart, and Kay. 
The team, which had only been 
going through individual 
workouts, began conditioning 
Monday and will start having 
organized indoor practices 
Old Fashioned Hamburger, Fries 
and 16 oz. Drink and we'll toss in a 
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-········CUP COUPON·········-
February 25. 
Harding will travel to 
Shreveport1 La . on March 14 to 
open its season with a 
doublel1eader with Baptist 
Christian. The first home game is 
schedUled f« March 18 against 
Rust (Miss. ) Coll~e. They will 
open the ,home season at Searcy's 
M. E. Berryhill Field. 
Sue Ellen Rhoden defenses for Zeta Rho during Tuesday night's club 
action. All division championships will be decided within the next two 
weeks. 




for 6 months lust 
$20.00 
• 5 COURTS 
• SAUNA 
• WHIRLPOOL 
• GAME ROOM 
• EXERCISE ROOM 
• LOUNGE WITH 
COLOR T.V. 
-NON-PRIME STUDENT RATE $3.00 per hour-
-SPECIAL GROUP KATES-
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268-9424 
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Boll Weevils snap losing streak 
by soundlY defeating Harding r Campusology 1 Today 
S.A. movie: "2001 Space Odyssey," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Benson 
Auditorium by Linda Hilbun 
There just wasn't enough time 
on the clock Monday night for 
Harding University to rally from 
a 27-point deficit as the Bisons 
were defeated by the University 
of Arkansas at Monticello, 82-70. 
UAM jumped out on top 9-2 and 
23-12 in the early going, before 
Harding's Ricky Treadway 
began to find the net and picked 
up three quick buckets. It was not 
enough, however, to offset 
Theodis Bealer's 14-point first 
half production as the Boll 
Weevils took a 48-25 advantage 
into the locker room. 
Harding experienced a 
miserable shooting night as it 
just couldn't seem to find the 
range and shot 39 percent in the 
first half compared to UAM's 59 
percent. Ranked 12th in the NAJA 
in free throw shooting last week, 
Coach Jess Bucy's team also had 
misfortune from the line as they 
were only 18-27 for a mere 66 per 
cent. 
The Harding reserves, who 
played much of the second half 
and were led by sophomore Jim 
Salings, tried in vain to shave the 
margin which with 11:05left had 
lengthened to 27 points. 
The 6-8 Salings, who finished 
the game with 10 poin~ eight of 
them coming on lay-ups, con-
tinually beat his shorter op-
ponents under the boards but the 
Bisons had difficulty in getting 
the ball inside consistently. 
- Down 74-51 with 5:24 
remaining, Harding began to 
rally with seven straight unan-
swered points. A reverse layup 
by Salings, two free throws by 
forward Charles Gardner, and 
another layup by Salings pulled 
the Bisons to within 74-58. Gard-
ner then went to the bench with 
his fifth foul with 3:04 left and 
Harding down 76-58. 
The last three minutes were 
almost all Harding as the Bisons 
hit 12 points to UAM's six, but the 
clock caught up with them. 
Jumpers by guard Tim Flatt 
and forward Kenny Moorer, as 
well as six free throws by guard 
Hubie Smith and a corner shot 
from reserve forward Eric 
Winston closed out the Harding 
scoring. 
Gardner led the Bisons with 17 
points and 10 rebounds. He was 
followed by Smith with 13 points, 
Sa1ings and Flatt with 10 each, 
Moorer with nine, Treadway with 
eight, Winston with two, and 
center Keith Terrell with one. 
Coach Doug Barnes' team was 
led, by Bealer with 19. 
Harding is now 10-13 overall 
and 2-10 in league play. 
The Bisons will be at home 
Monday to host College of the 
Ozarks. 
Bisons second in 
All-Sports running 
After two sports, Harding 
University is second in the 
running for the annual Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference All-
Sports Trophy, according to a 
release from Harry T. Hall, AIC 
Commissioner. 
Harding, with 16.5 points, is 
barely behind the Boll Weevils of . 
the University of Arkansas at 
Monticello, who have ac-
cumulated 18 points thus far . 
~ Harding won the AIC _cross 
country title while UAM took the 
championship in football. 
Currently ranked third is 
Ouachita Baptist which won the 
AIC indoor track championship 
Saturday. Harding finished 
second while UAM was third. 
Sports left to be tabulated 
before the All-sports winner is 
decided include tennis, baseball, 
bowling, golf, swimming, and 
track. 
Spring Sing tickets on sale, 1 to 4 p.m., Benson Auditorium ticket 
booth, $2 with ID, $3.50 without ID 
Water Buffalo swim meet: Henderson, 3 p.m., New Athletic Center 
Pool 
Saturday 
Lyceum: "Music of Irving Berlin," 8 p.m., Benson Auditorium 
Monday . 
Senior art show of Laura Grady, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Stevens Art Gallery 
(through Feb. 15) 
Friendly Week: "Be Nice to Bisons Day" 
Bison basketball: College of the Ozarks, 7:30p.m., New Gym 
Tuesday 
Friendly Week: "Be Nice to Guys Oay" 
Wednesday 
Friendly Week: "Be Nice to Teachers Day" 
Thursday 
Friendly Week: "Be Nice to Girls Day" 
Bison basketball: Arkansas College, 7:30p.m., New Gym 
American Studies Program: Alan Grant, speaker, 7:30 p.m., 
Heritage Auditorium 
S.A. Valentine's Day movie: "Voices," 9:45p.m., Benson Auditorium 
The Racquet Center 
119 E. Center Downtown Searcy 
WARMUPS 40% OFF 
while they last 
Frederickson breaks third school record STEEL BADMINTON RACKETS ............ $5.95 
Eric Frederickson broke his 
third school record of the season 
Friday when he smashed Nor-
man Kahla's old mark of 1:58.6 in 
the 200 yard freestyle event. 
Frederickson touched in at 
1:55.64. 
The previous week, the 
sophomore from Merced, Calif, 
had set new records in the 200 
individual medley and 200 
breaststroke. 
Swimming against Ouachita 
Baptist, the Waterbuffaloes 
defeated the Tigers 63-46 to give 
them an 8-2 season mark in dual 
competition with their only two 
losses going to defending 
champion Hendrix College. 
Others who fared well in 
Friday's meet were Scott D. 
Smith, first place in the 1000 yard 
freestyle and first in the 200 
backstroke; Bob Clark, third 
place in the 1000 yard freestyle 
and third in the 100 yard 
freestyle; Ben Waites, fourth in 
the 200 yard freestyle; Carl 
Waites, fli'St in the 50 , yard 
freestyle; Scott J. Smith, second 
in tbe 50 yard freestyle and third 
in the 500 yard freestyle ; Phil 
Eudaly, second in the 200 yard 
individual medley; Vernon 
Beach, third in the 200 1M; Jim 
Davenport, first in required 
diving and optional diving; Rusty 
Anderson, second in required 
"Voices: 
I Will Always Wait For You" 
METllO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents 
"VOICES"stamng MICHAEL ONTKEAN ·AMY IRVING • ALEX ROCCO 
Written by JOHN HERZFELD , Songs & Score by JIMMY WEBB · Produced by JOE WIZAN 
Directed by ROBERT MARKOWITZ · A JOE WIZAN Production METROCOLOR~ 
l ~acll11t WARtiER Paper\Jodl II Otiglllal soundtrack alun available on PlANET ll!cordsml T!'fS 
lPGl I HearBurton CUmmfngs!lng_ llle hii501111 "IW1LLALWAYSWAITRlRYOU" I .,.,.-.. 
A --~M... T~,~  
Thurs. Feb. 14 - 9:45 
Benson Auditorium 
Sat. Feb. 16 - 9:30 
Admission $1.00 
diving; Dob Waites, first in the 
200 yard butterfly and second in 
optional diving; Jeff Perry, 
second in the 500 yard freestyle; 
Eugene Smith, Second in the 200 
yard backstroke; J.D. Yingling, 
third in the 200 yard backstroke; 
and the 400 medley relay team 
consisting of Ben Waites, Russell 
Burkett, Beach and Yingling, 
first place. 
Large selection of racqHtMI alld tellllil 84pll,..lllt. 
--... RESTRINGING 
r----------=--------~---------1 
1 $2.00 Off Runn1ng Shoes by Alllb1, New Balance 1 
I and Nike with this coupon until 2·16-80. 1 
L--------------------------~ 
Owners: Coach and Mrs. Dllvid ElloH 268-4130 
~ <~A~~ 
--·"~~~~ dfi ~IJ 
nnQ ~t) 
~--~~~~-o~;:~arge ~iz~=--~1 ~U ~. ~ 
: $1.00 off a med. pizza l 
l Thts Fri. and Sat. only. 1 1~- un t------------~--------1 ~0 Buy a P!zza Hut mug and JOe 
of it goes to Harding 
Pizza Lover Night 
Pizza, Pasta, Salad, and Drinks for $2.91 
Tuesday Night- 5:30 to 7:30 
2841 E. RACE or 
1513 W. PLEASURE 
268-5868 or 268-4276 
